The task 3 of forming a network on the sphere from the circles of the same radius
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Abstract: one of the methods of formation of geometric networks of arches of the same radius using regular spherical polyhedra is investigated. The conditions of the task of placing the specified network on the sphere are set. The criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of solving the problem is the minimum number of standard sizes of segments of the dome arches, the possibility of using technologies of enlarging assembly. The solution of one variant of the problem of placing a geometric network on a spherical cube and, accordingly, on a sphere is given. Placement on the sphere of arches of one radius, different from placement in the form of meridians, has an effective solution in the form of a network with minimal dimensions of arch segments and nodes of paired arches formed on the basis of circles of identical radii formed on the basis of regular spherical polyhedra. The problem is solved by constructing an independent framework of arches of the same radius on the basis of paired circles of the same radius in the spherical cube system.

1 Introduction

The problem of most of the known solutions of geodesic and mesh domes is a large number of different types of nodes connecting elements of shells, sharp angles of connections, different types and complexity of the support nodes, due to the fact that these support nodes are at different levels, as well as the complexity and laboriousness of the implementation of enclosing structures and roofing.

To ensure certainty of the reproduction of the geometry of the domed cover, consequently, improve reliability, to simplify the manufacturing nodes of the frame shell and fabrication of building envelopes and roofs, requires the solution of problems associated with a decrease in the number of mounting elements, the reduction of the material of joints, and formation, by optimizing the geometry of the sphere cuts (eliminating sharp corners), the location of the supports at the same level of sphere, a significant reduction in the number of sizes of nodes elements.
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As a result of this work, geodesic domes are offered with a specific cuts, which is performed by splitting the faces with large circles along the midpoints of the edges and the centers of the faces of a regular spherical polyhedron, for example, a cube or an octahedron, etc. [1-9]. The first cut of the spherical shell framework is obtained by splitting into spherical elements and shapes, for example, arched arcs, polygons, triangles, etc., paired circles of the same radius parallel to the specified large circles passing through the middle of adjacent ribs. The second cut of the frame is formed by paired circles of the same radius, parallel to said large circles passing through the middle of the ribs and through one rib. The third cut is formed by paired circles parallel to large circles passing through the vertices of the faces of the corresponding regular spherical polyhedron. The fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh cuts of the frame can be formed by combining the first and second, second and third, first and third, as well as all at once cutting options, if necessary and appropriate.

In the considered geodesic dome on the basis of a regular spherical polyhedron (cube or octahedron), it is possible to place a network with minimum standard sizes of arch segments and with nodes of paired arches formed on the basis of circles of the same radii and regular relative to the faces of the polyhedron, which will provide an effective arrangement of common and support nodes [1-13].

Figure 1 shows the correct spherical polyhedron is a cub. Vertex of the faces is denoted as O, the center of face K, and the radius of circles of the same radius as r. If analyze the possibility of such a variant of the geometric network on the sphere, when the arc forming sides of figures in the form of a triangle and of a square are equal, you should choose an appropriate schema for the task. Pluses for constructing radiuses (figure 1), should be select the centers O the correct spherical cube, and for a geometric network should show the scheme in figure 1, where arcs r cut off at the centers of faces and ribs of faces of the arc o and the arc e, which determine the position of the major figures of the network from a paired of arches of the same radius.

2 Decision

In the scheme of figure 1 shows the placement of paired circles of the same radius [1-13] on the basis of a spherical cube. Given the known location of the centers of the circles in the centers of opposite faces, the problem of forming a geometric network on a sphere with the centers of nodes located on the circles parallel to the equator circle (i.e. at one mark) is reduced to solving a system of equations for the spherical triangles OOK and OKF, given in figure 1.

We present the known parameters of constructions from a network of paired circles on a spherical face OOOO of a regular hexagon (cube) inscribed in a sphere, a faces in the form of a spherical square. We show by our solutions that a simple partition with two sizes of arcs in a system of paired circles is possible for a cube.

By the condition of the task when paired circles are composed of a repeating arcs of length 2 a and 2 b, it turns out that the internal angle for a spherical cube at the zenith of the consider triangle in figure 1 - OOK = 2A+ 2B = 60°, that is the internal angles A + B = 30°, they pull together arcs equal to a and b. The internal angle of the triangle OKF as central corner of the square at the center of the cube face subtending arc is r equal to 135°, it, respectively, with the sides of the o and k; and the central angle of a regular triangle on the top of the face is OTE = 60°, it - with sides of c and t. Here, on the face of the cube, there are also notations: r - the radius of the circle parallel to the equator from the pole O; d - the height of the triangle EOF; e - the arc CT at the top of the face - all in the form of polar angles.
Using the known neper expressions [15] for the sides and angles of rectangular spherical triangles, we obtain a system of equations (1 and 2):

\[
\sin k = \frac{\sin a}{\sin 45^\circ}, \quad \frac{\sin a}{\sin 60^\circ} = \sin t;
\]

\[
\cos r = \cos k \cos o + \sin k \sin o \cos 135^\circ; \quad \cos r = \cos t \cos c + \sin t \sin c \cos 60^\circ. \quad (2)
\]

From two equations (1) obtain

\[
\sin k = \frac{\sin a}{\sin 45^\circ} = \sqrt{2} \sin a, \quad \sin t = \frac{\sin a}{\sin 60^\circ} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} \sin a,
\]

\[
\cos k = \sqrt{1 - 2\sin^2 a}, \quad \cos t = \sqrt{1 - \frac{4}{3} \sin^2 a}. \quad (3)
\]

Substitute the values of the internal angles (3) into the transformed equation (2)

\[
\cos t \cos c + 0.5 \sin t \sin c = \cos k \cos o - \sqrt{0.5} \sin k \sin o; \quad \cos t \cos c - \cos k \cos o = -0.5 \sin t \sin c - \sqrt{0.5} \sin k \sin o
\]

Substitute from formulas (3) into the resulting equation (4)

\[
\cos c \sqrt{1 - \frac{4}{3} \sin^2 a} - \cos o \sqrt{1 - 2\sin^2 a} = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \sin c \sin a - \sin o \sin a
\]

Substitute the values of the internal angles (3) into the transformed equation (2)

\[
\cos k \cos o + \sin k \sin o \cos 135^\circ; \quad \cos r = \cos t \cos c + \sin t \sin c \cos 60^\circ. \quad (2)
\]

To covering the dome of profiled or flat sheet requires bending these sheets by the surface of the sphere due to deformation of the corrugations. For deformation of sheets it is necessary to strengthen strips of a covering with one more pair of arches with radius c + t = 16,098933899608° without formation of superfluous additional knots (figure 2). The width of the arc between these paired arches h = 81,950533050196° without formation of superfluous additional knots (figure 2). The width of the arc between these paired arches h = 16,098933899608°.
3 Summary

The proposed solution of the cuts is the geometric basis of a geodesic dome or dome segment formed by paired circumferences the same radius. It allows you to greatly simplify the solution of all nodes of the shell, in which no more than four elements converge; including support nodes, since the base is made with nodes on the same level. These structures can be assembled from individual arches, and it is also possible to apply technologies of enlarging assemblies of dome elements. Technological solutions such domes provide certainty playback geometry of such a complex shape, simplifies the manufacture of parts of the skeleton of such a sheath, device for covering and roof.
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